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SIDMOUTH ROAD, LONDON, NW2 
£2,295,000 FREEHOLD 
 

A SUPERB 3,274 SQ.FT, SIX BEDROOM, FAMILY HOME, WITH A 
STUNNING PRIVATE GARDEN AND OFF STREET PARKING IN THIS 
GREAT LOCATION IN BRONDESBURY. 
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LOCATION:  
This house is situated in a prime position on Sidmouth Road close to the South Hampstead Tennis and Cricket Club and 
Nuffield Heath Centre.  Queens Park itself is just to the south of the property which is a lovely park with a central cafe, 
tennis courts and a popular children's play area. Amenities in the immediate vicinity are excellent with an array of shops, 
pubs, eateries and restaurants on either Chamberlayne or Salusbury Road both of which are to the south of the property 
or on Walm Lane buyers will find the Jubilee Line at Willesden Green.  The property also falls within the catchment for 
the highly rated Malorees infant and junior school.  Highly recommended. 
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DESCRIPTION: 
This superb family home measures 3274 sq.ft offering accommodation over two floors including a master bedroom with 
walk through wardrobes, dressing area and en-suite facilities, a guest bedroom again with an en-suite, four further 
bedrooms (making six in total with one being downstairs) and a home office on the first floor.  The ground floor of the 
property has been architecturally designed and consists of semi-open plan spaces flowing wonderfully together to 
create a fantastic space for family living.  The garden is absolutely stunning and can be accessed from the kitchen or 
dining room at the rear of the property.  Further benefits to this house include off street parking for at least three cars, a 
huge loft space that could add even more space and value subject to the necessary planning consents and an 
opportunity to create a self-contained living space for an au pair, lodger or relative. 



 

 

Winkworth wishes to inform prospective buyers and tenants that these particulars are a guide and act as information only. All our details are given in good faith and believed to 
be correct at the time of printing but they don’t form part of an offer or contract. No Winkworth employee has authority to make or give any representation or warranty in relation 
to this property. All fixtures and fittings, whether fitted or not are deemed removable by the vendor unless stated otherwise and room sizes are measured between internal wall 
surfaces, including furnishings. 
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This floorplan is for illustration purposes only and is not to scale. The position and size of doors, windows, appliances and other features are approximate. 
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